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APPOINTMENTS BY FR GENERAL
Fr Joseph Stuchly, Provincial of the Bohemia
Province (BOH)
Fr Padre Jose Cecilio Magadia (PHI), General
Counselor for Formation

CHRIST HALL, KOZHIKODE

JEMAI FESTIVAL
The forthcoming 2nd JEMAI National Tribal festival
will be held at Eachome TUDI-Sarvodaya premises
on 6-9 December 2012. About 350 delegates from
14 Jesuit Provinces are expected to participate in
this festival. All those interested are welcome to join
us to be part of this gathering.

Fr Baby Chalil

PROVINCIAL’S PROGRAMME
NOVEMBER - 2012
10

Brothers’ meet, Kannur

12-14

Visitation – St Joseph’s, Calicut

18

Consult, Kannur

18-20

Visitation – St Michael’s, Kannur

24-25

Visitation – St Xavier’s, Trivandrum

26-27

Visitation – SICJ, Trivandrum

28

Visitation – Anjengo, Trivandrum

DECEMBER- 2012
06-07

TUDI-JEMAI Meet, Eachome

09

Meeting of Ministers and Treasurers,
Christ Hall

NEW BOOKS
Fr Kurien, at 80 plus, besides teaching at JDV
and giving different theology courses outside,
is collecting and publishing Fr Samuel Rayan’s
selected writings (six volumes of c.350 pages
average, costing Rs c. 250).Our major communities
would do well to acquire the entire set. St Paul’s
is publishing these volumes at their own cost. The
volumes are available with 30% reduction through
Fr Kurien. Fr Kottukapally (Mob:9495318415) may
be contacted for further information.

FROM OUR INSTITUTIONS
CHRIST HALL, CALICUT

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
NEW JESUIT HOUSE
The Jesuit mission at Neyyattinkara is blessed with
a new house at Poozhanad. Kerala Jesuit Society
bought 80 cents of land with a two-storey building
at Poozhanad, just 800 meters away from Loyola
School, Mukumdara.

Fr Provincial attended the JCSA meeting in Goa
and was in the Theologates of Delhi and Pune
for the annual visitation. In his absence Fr Sunny
Kunnappallil represented Kerala Province in the
CRI Major superiors’ meeting held in Hyderabad.
Christuraja school witnessed the first Alumni
gathering in which more than 200 people attended.
The old students paid special respect to the retired
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teachers of the school. The Christuraja Parish
beside the Kannur Bypass in Malaparamba had a
major touch up and facelift this month. The parish
brought out the Annual Parish Address Directory.
Fr Minister is back to his busy schedule after his
annual retreat which was concluded on his B’ day. The
Prefect of Health, Br Michael is at present in RCC,
TVM, taking special care of Sch. Jose Vallanattu.
Theology student Sch. Joseph Mathew reached
Christ Hall for a short rest in his new convalescence
home. Br Abraham reached his new community in
Kalady after his much laudable service as farmin-charge. There was a special feature on the
television about his agrohomeopathy experiments
on plantain trees. Br George Vattukulam rejoined
the community after his meeting in Kathmandu and
is now dealing with the agrohomeopathy enquiries
from the media and other interested parties.

Sch. Rubil
LOYOLA, ALUVA
October was an eventful month for us at Loyola.
We, the novices, started the month with a weeklong Dhyan Sadhana, under the direction of
Fr Joe Pithekar of Bombay Province. Fr Pithekar,
an experienced spiritual master, skillfully guided
us in the art of meditation. It was a wonderful
learning experience for us, mere beginners in
spiritual life. We are deeply grateful to Fr Pithekar
for travelling all the way from Manikpur, ignoring
the long distance and his indifferent health, and
offering us this precious gift. On 14 October we
had a special celebration in honour of Fr Jacob
Madukakuzhy, on his return to Loyola after his
treatment in Kozhikode. It was also a delayed
birthday celebration. This month we were honoured
by the visits of quite a few illustrious Jesuits.
Frs John Vattanky and E.J .Thomas were with us
for their annual retreats. Their presence gave us
great spiritual encouragement. Other distinguished
guests included Fr Sunny Kunnappallil,
Fr Thomas Anthraper, Fr Jose Panadan,
Fr Varghese Paul (both from Gujarat Province)
and Dn Rajesh Punchathalackal. Deacon Rajesh
reawakened in us great ecological fervour, inspiring
us to make our house and compound plastic free.
We got a golden opportunity to try our culinary
skills,(in selected areas, of course,) as our cook, Mr
Kunjumon, was on leave for two weeks. We were
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also privileged to attend the Pontifical High Mass,
marking the conclusion of the “Post Centenary
Silver Jubilee’ celebrations of the Archdiocese of
Verapoly. Participating in a Eucharistic celebration
with so many bishops, priests and the other faithful
was to us a deep and joyful spiritual experience. Our
Long Retreat is scheduled to begin by the middle
of November. Now we are preparing ourselves for
this great event. Please do remember us in your
valuable prayers during the days of our retreat.

Novice Libin Mathew
SARVODAYA, EACHOME
Our school has been chosen as the venue for the
Sub-district School Kalolsavam from November 14 to
17. 132 schools are expected to participate in various
cultural competitions. Mrs Rosakutty Chacko,
the Kerala Women’s Commission chairperson has
agreed to inaugurate the Kalolsavam and Kumari
Jayalakshmi, Minister for schedule & tribe, has
consented to be the chief guest for the valedictory
function. Many dignitaries including the District
Collector and District Panchayath President will attend
the various functions. Our students bagged many
prizes in sub-district Work Experience and Science
Mela. We got the overall title in the work experience
exhibition. Fr Baby Chalil returned from Germany hail
and hearty after a month long visit. We had 10 days of
rosary devotion in the house chapel and many of our
neighbors attended it with great zeal. We celebrated
the golden Jubilee of Br Sebastian Valiamattam on
a grand scale in Pachilakad.Fr Joseph Kallepallil,
the provincial, was the main celebrant for the well
arranged Eucharistic celebration. After the Holy
Mass a short meeting was arranged followed by
agape. Many neighboring priests, religious and his
close relatives also participated in the celebration.
Fr Sony deserves special appreciation for having
arranged it in a most fitting manner. Fr Provincial
made his annual visitation and it was a grace-filled
moment for all of us. Fr Provincial was given a grand
reception in the school and he inaugurated the school
Kalolsavam and school sports of the LP section.

Fr Salvin Augustine
SAMEEKSHA AND ATMAMITRA, KALADY
Br Abraham Mannamkary joined the community
to be in charge of the farm. You can expect the
Sameeksha campus to become greener and more
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fruit-bearing in future. Fr George Nedungatt left for
Bangalore to be on the teaching faculty of Dharmaram
Vidya Kshethra. A group of 15 Malaysians – Hindus
and Christians – made a retreat with the Bhagavad
Gita under the guidance of Fr Sebastian Painadath
at Sameeksha. The local catholic community had
a ten-day rosary devotion programme coordinated
by Fr K.C. Thomas on our campus. The tenth
batch of Jnanasameeksha – Theology for the laity
– received the JDV certificates, and the 12th batch
with 24 participants got started. The present and
the past students of Jnanasameeksha, in all about
120, took part in a seminar on the Proliferation of
Criminality in Kerala. A group of spiritual seekers
is making the Vipassana Meditation Course at
Sameeksha. Sebastian Painadath also addressed
an inter-religious group on the Spirituality of
the Upanishads. Fr Sunny Kunnappallil guided
the Community Building Session for Sameeksha
Community in a very cordial atmosphere.
The highlight of the month for Atmamitra was the
residential programme conducted for over 100
children at St Joseph’s School, Kalpetta, and the
special programme benefiting 230 students held at
Punnathara-Vellappally Church, in Changanacherry
Archdiocese, where Sch. Shibin assisted
Fr Toby. Thanks to Fr C.T. Jose and the Edathua
community, Atmamitra has had multiple entries
in Edathua. It began with a one day programme
for the St Aloysius High School Boys and then a
Career Guidance programme for our ITI students
and later a special address to the Sunday School
students of St George Forane Church. Atmamitra
has appointed two full time counselors, Miss Anu
Thomas, an MSW graduate from Loyola Trivandrum
and Sr Judit, CPS. Both of them are undergoing
training at SRC for a month. Many students come
to Atmamitra or contact Toby in person, over
the phone or through e-mail seeking inspiration
and sometimes consolation. Toby also guided a
retreat for 22 Scholastics of Our Lady of Mercy
Congregation at Sannidhana Ashram, Illithode.

Fr Toby
A very personal request from
Fr Toby on behalf of Atmamitra
All of ours are requested to contribute generously
to this novel ministry of the province. Here is an
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easy, simple and creative way to do that. Kindly
gather all the coins (old Indian, old and new Foreign
and Indian memorial coins) and foreign or old
Indian currency notes lying unused in your shelves
and drawers and hand them over to Toby at the
earliest. These, he believes, can be converted into
a permanent income generating platform (through
exhibitions in educational institutions). It would be
welcome, if ours in educational institutions can
collect them from our students to support this noble
cause. This income may be directed to pay the
salary of the counsellors appointed at Atmamitra
thus benefiting hundreds of students across the
state and even beyond. If the collection is quite big,
Toby will personally collect it from the respective
places and persons.
LUMEN/JYOTHIS, SNEHASENA, ARNOS
ACADEMY – KOCHI
Viswa Malayala Maholsavam was a great event of
the very recent past that was held at the state capital
with the President of India as its inaugurator. It was
well represented by many luminaries of Malayalam
literature. Among them Fr Adappur stood out in a
remarkable way. Perhaps he had been the most
elderly literary personality to present a spectacular
paper on “Theological Perspectives on the History
of Malayalam Literature.” The presentation was
attended by a large audience at Kanakakkunnu.
Fr Adappur organized a symposium on “the
Unbridled price hike of the Essential Commodities”
under the auspices of Newman Association.
Mr Joseph Vazhakkan, M.L.A. was the main
speaker. Fr.Mathew Nampiaparambil and all who
knew him were pleasantly surprised to see many
newspapers including the national dailies carrying
his photograph with a child on his lap joyfully
writing on the dry rice spread in a plate. It was
the ezhuthiniruthal (ceremonial initiation to writing)
held at St Antony’s shrine, Kaloor. There were
as many as eight priests in the ceremony and
all the lens men found his face exceptional and
worth framing. Congrats Fr Nampi! Let there be
many more such occasions! The good tradition of
growing some vegetables over the terrace and in
the little space available in the campus is continued
by Frs. Nampiaparambil and Roy with enthusiasm
and commitment. Their hard work has reflected in
our house accounts with a notable difference in the
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kitchen expenses of the month. Fr Roy Thottathil
attended a seminar on “Art, communication and Faith
Formation” in NBCLC, Bangalore. It was organized
by the Christian Art Association under the Media
Commission of CBCI. Fr. Roy gave a presentation
on “Art workshops and Spiritual Formation” in the
seminar and it was well received and appreciated.
Now he is busy with the preparation of the next
volume of the Kerala Jesuit.
The consistent school visits and follow-ups for the
circulation promotion of Snehasena by Fr Vincent
have started giving some good effects. The number
of copies of Snehasena has gone to 1,25,000.
Recently he attended the JESCOM coordinators’
meeting at Jaipur.
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films in a better way. Sch. Shibin joined the
Athmamithra team for a two days’ programme in
Ettumanoor during the pooja holidays. This month
offered a few colourful moments for the students
of AKJM. A good number of students participated
in many items during the ‘sports day’ of this year.
AKJM School secured the overall championship for
games in the sub-district level. As part of the ‘postal
day’ celebration in the school, Fr Wilson organized
a stamp exhibition. He is present everywhere in
the campus with his fine touch of photography.
Fr Vattanky is away, making his retreat.

Sch Shibin Joseph
LOYOLA, TRIVANDRUM

Fr Vincent Pereppadan
S.M FARM, PARIYARAM
Golden Jubilee of the entrance to the Society of
Br Abraham Madathiparambil who was also
former Principal of Nirmala ITI (Private) for a long
time, was celebrated in collaboration with Alumni
Association. Over 200 people including former and
present students, staff and several Jesuits took part.
Fr Sunny Kunnappallil inaugurated the day-long
function and Fr Jose Mathew, Province Coordinator
of Jesuit Alumni Association, gave the key-note
address. The notable attraction of the celebration
was ‘Singarimelam’ by a professional troupe led by
former students. A delicious ‘biriyani’ was served
to all. Fr Sunil participated in the national meeting
of the Jesuit technical institutions held at Sevasi
Technical Institute, Baroda. The annual two-day
‘Sevanavaram’ of the ITI was a good occasion for
the staff and students to clean up the surroundings
and the side along the National High Way.

Fr Mathew Aerthayil
SAMANVAYA – KANJIRAPALLY
Good showers continued to bless us for the last two
weeks of October. Fr Kuriakose has undergone
surgery for his cataract. Fr George Sebastian
gave a half-day programme on value education and
media awareness to the parents of AKJM Higher
Secondary School. He was also generous enough
to spend a little time with the candidates helping
them to approach the mass media with a critical
mind. Now the candidates are able to appreciate

The highlight of the month was the grand curtainraiser to the golden jubilee celebrations of the
Loyola College of Social Sciences. We were
privileged to have with us the President of India,
Shri Pranab Kumar Mukherjee, to light the lamp
and inaugurate the year-long festivity. Speaking
after the inauguration, he called for more active
involvement and lead roles for womenfolk in the
state. An array of VVIPs including the Governor, Shri
H R Bharadwaj, the Chief Minister Shri Oommen
Chandy, Union Ministers Shri K C Venugopal
and Shri Shashi Tharoor, State Minister and
ex-alumni, Shri K C Joseph, Archbishop of
Trivandrum, Dr M Soosai Pakiyam, MLAs, and
other dignitaries in the conducive and the stateof- the- art ambience of the Loyola School Indoor
Stadium, etched out a memorable programme of its
kind in the minds of the 2000 plus audience including
students – present and past – well-wishers, and
other guests. It was indeed a rewarding experience
for all those who toiled to make this solemn event a
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reality. Even the weather was favorable, rendering
us a fine evening in every aspect!

Fr Devassy Paul

VIDYANIKETAN, TRIVANDRUM
At the beginning of this month, we had a threeday course on Time Management by Fr Francis
Xavier, director of Loyola Engineering College in
Chennai. He showed us how to make the best use
of time. “Time Management is not managing time
but managing myself”, he said. On 30 October of
this month we had the golden opportunity to see
the President of India, Sri Pranab Mukherjee and
a galaxy of political leaders when they came to
inaugurate the Golden Jubilee celebration of our
Loyola College.

Sch Jesno
VIDYA JYOTI, DELHI
October was eventful at Vidyajyoti. On the first day
of the month the second semester started with
fresh verve and vigor. The visitation of Provincial,
Fr Joseph Kallepallil, was a heartwarming
experience. He was with us for three days. The
presence of Fr Jose Thachil during the gathering
doubled our joy. Vidyajyoti College hosted a
national seminar on the occasion of Platinum
Jubilee celebration of Vidyajyoti Theological
Journal (VJTR) upon the theme The Role of Critical
Thinking in Religion. The entire college had an
active involvement in the programme. The second
year theologians screened their theological project
upon the theme Religions and Symbols: Use and
Abuse titled “ta: Heartbeat of Cosmos.” The 50 mts
play powerfully communicated the message that
idols should die and symbols should rise. Congrats
to Prince Clarence who prepared the script and
directed the play. Sch. Sanil represented Vidyajyoti
Theologate in the North India Theology Students’
Conference (NITSC) held at Pfutsero, Nagaland.
80 delegates from 22 colleges discussed the
theme “Significance of Contextual Theology in
India.” Congrats, Sanil. Fr P.T. Mathew attended
the ITA (Indian Theological Association) seminar
held at Jalandar. Sch. Raju was down with Dengu
fever and was admitted in hospital for two days.
Vidyajyoti family lost Fr Desiderio Pinto (PUNE) on
27, October. He was suffering from leukemia and
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was under treatment for seven months. We fondly
remember with profound gratitude his contribution
to the college and to the community. Archbishop
Vincent Consessao presided over the requiem
Mass on Oct 31.

Sch Linto Kanichai
DE NOBILI COLLEGE, PUNE
The sudden showers in Pune made the month of
October pleasant along with a number of activities
and events that kept up the spirit in DNC. The
outset of the October was graced with the visitation
of Fr POSA and Fr ADF. The interaction with them
made us rooted in the awareness about the sense
of universal society. Fr V.C. George left DNC
having finished lecturing symbolic logic and formal
logic to the philosophers at JDV. He was much
appreciated by the students. It was an unforgettable
and moving experience for the deacons when they
bade good bye to the DNC and JDV. We enjoyed
their presence and learned a lot from them and
we thank our loving deacons for everything that
they had been to us. As per the JDV schedule, we
had semester exams. Fr Provincial’s visit was an
enriching moment for us and we are grateful to
Fr Provincial for he was kind enough to put up with
the inconveniences caused by our exams during his
visitation. The exams left us with a long holiday that
the first year philosophers went on tour to Ajanta
and Ellora, while the second years went to Goa.
Goa province was generous to accommodate us
and took care of us very well. Fr Stephen had been
out for a few days accompanying and guiding the
spirituality students through different pilgrim centers
in north India. The classes in J.D.V resumed on 31
October.

Sch Rephin Kamal
FROM LONDON
As the rush and surge of spring becomes a distant
memory, the heady scents and dizzying colours
of summer have faded, and the blaze of autumn
colour vanished and the wind of Europe has
stepped into the winter season. Now is the time to
walk through the garden on a clear frosty morning,
all wrapped up by the warm clothes. Winter is truly
a glorious season but many tend to dread those
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cold months. As soon as the air turns cold, we
find ourselves looking out through the window like
a child watching for the first signs of snow. The
temperature has dropped below 5 in London, the
‘hottest city of Europe’ As our lectures reached its
full swing, hectic preparations for the assignments
are going on. Tomson and Deepak, along with the
first years, had an incredible opportunity to visit the
British Museum as part of their Biblical foundation
studies. The British Museum has some invaluable
collections, numbering some eight million works and
artefacts, originating from all continents, illustrating
and documenting the story of human culture down
the ages.
Sch. Santhosh is returning to the Province since
his sickness is persisting. We think that the best
care and support of our Mother House will facilitate
his speedy recovery. “Holy Deacon” (Known in the
Jesuit circle in London) Xavier is busy with his
studies and diaconate ministries.

Sch. Deepak George
FROM YOGYAKARTA, INDONESIA
Classes in this new Assistancy Juniorate are in
full swing and all are keeping well and doing well.
We have all just returned after the combined and
joyful evening province celebration of the Feast
of St Alphonsus Rodriguez, the Jubilarians of the
Indonesian Province and the Profession of two
Jesuits. One of those taking Last Vows was born a
Muslim convert (now 46). He has added “Gandhi”
to his name HARTONO. His Muslim Parents
became Catholics after his Ordination in 2004.
The celebration was held in the Retreat House in
Klaten, which is about an hour’s drive by van from
here. There were over 150 Indonesian Jesuits
present, as well as a lot of benefactors. Among the
Jesuits present were 78-year old Julius Cardinal
Darmaatmadja and 87-year old Fr Albert Rutten,
the senior most Jesuit in the Province, who was a
participant in the Mini-Sadhana Programme that was
run by Roman Lewicki and me in De Nobili College,
Pune. Both of them live in Emmaus Infirmary of the
province, attached to the Novitiate, in this island of
Java, about a 3-hour drive from here.

Fr John FJ Manipadam
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NATIONAL JESA MEET - GOA
JESA national meet was held at Xavier Retreat
Centre, Goa, on 23 – 26 October 2012. There
were 25 participants representing all provinces and
regions, national centers and SJES, Rome. The
agenda of the meeting was sharing and reflection
on JESA activities of each Province, deliberation
and discussion on GIAN, SAPI and SJES, group
discussion on lay leadership and partnership and
personal sharing on the struggles and success
stories of CSAs. For the next financial year we have
planned for zonal level consultation and workshop
on current social issues, social analysis and sharing
of field experiences. The sharing of SJES Secretary
Fr Patxi and his assistant Fr Xavier Jayaraj added
our zeal to commit ourselves for the cause of the
poor and marginalized. The meeting called for a
change of mindset in our approach to Social Action
both in its structure and strategies and to seek wider
collaboration and partnership with Jesuits and nonJesuits who share a higher vision and goal in life.
The natural beauty of Baga Beach and the green
forest of Xavier Retreat Centre made our stay a
memorable one.

Fr George Thenadikulam
FROM THE CURIA, ROME
Year of Faith. The Year of the faith was officially
opened on October 11. It will last until November
24 2014 (2013?). To mark the occasion, Father
General wrote a letter to the Major Superiors
of the Society in which he notes: “With gratitude
to the Holy Father and in communion with the
whole Church, we welcome this call to focus more
explicitly on the gift of faith, and the witness and
service we give to it. We are aware that, in today’s
world, ‘a profound crisis of faith . . . has affected
many people.’ (Porta Fidei, 2). As the reports of
many Procurators indicated and as I pointed out in
my recent de Statu Societatis, we ourselves have
not been unaffected by this crisis...With this letter
then, I wish to invite the whole Society to take to
heart the call of the Holy Father and to seek ways of
participating meaningfully and with greater personal
and communal engagement in this special year for
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the Church. It is my hope that every Jesuit spends
some time - perhaps even his annual Retreat - in
prayer and reflection on the meaning, implications
and calls of this year.”
He then requests all Major Superiors to invite
communities “to dedicate a good number of their
regular meetings to prayer and reflection together”,
and he provides some points for this reflection. He
ends the letter: “Aware that we are always called to
grow in faith, this year we make our own in a special
way the prayer in Mark 9, 24: ‘I do believe, but help
the little faith I have.’ Let us pray that the Lord may
make the Year of Faith a time of abundant grace
and new life for the whole Church and for our least
Society.”
Canonization of Fr Jacques Berthieu. On October
21 Fr Jacques Berthieu (1838-1896), a French
Jesuit, missionary and martyr in Madagascar, will be
declared a Saint. To commemorate the occasion,
Father General wrote a letter to the whole Society
from which we quote below. After recalling some
significant ecclesial events of this year, such as
the Synod of Bishops on the New Evangelization
and the Year of Faith, Father General adds: “for the
Society of Jesus, this year 2012 is also marked by
the Congregation of Procurators which took place
last July in Nairobi. The apostolic vitality of the
provinces of Africa and Madagascar that are part of
JESAM and our renewed awareness of sentire cum
Ecclesia invite us to receive with fervor the witness
of Jacques Berthieu.”
After recalling the main events of the Saint’s life
and remembering his martyrdom, Father Nicolás
highlights some features of his life as a missionary,
a man of prayer, and a pastor. He continues: “The
total and irreversible gift of his life in the following
of Christ was at the heart of his commitment. In
the midst of trials, he retained his sense of humor,
and remained affable, humble and helpful. He liked
to quote the Gospel passage: “Do not be afraid of
those who kill the body, but rather of those who
make one lose one’s soul” (cf. Mt 10:28). In his
instructions, he often spoke of the resurrection of
the dead. The faithful remembered the following
sentence: “Even if you are eaten by a crocodile,
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you will rise again.” Was this a premonition of his
own end? In fact, after his death, two inhabitants of
Ambiatibe dragged his body to the river Mananara,
a short distance away from the place of his
martyrdom, and his remains disappeared.”
Jesuit Commons Meets in Rome. In 2010,
Jesuit Commons, a collaborative effort of Jesuit
educational and social service networks, partnered
with Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) in establishing
Jesuit Commons: Higher Education at the Margins
(JC:HEM), a pilot programme that has already
offered online higher education to more than 1,000
refugee students in Kenya, Malawi and Syria.
Hands-on support is offered by JRS field staff, with
lectures and materials provided online by academics
from Jesuit institutions in the US. From 5 to 7
November, JC:HEM will hold its annual meeting at
the Curia in Rome. The focus of the three-day event
will be to review the 2012 activities, to establish an
academic board, to draft a 2013 action plan, and
to consider proposals for expansion. During the
meeting, participants will explore proposals for
expanding JC:HEM to Afghanistan and Sri Lanka
(in partnership with Jesuit universities in India), and
to Chad with the help of the UN Refugee Agency
(UNHCR). The annual meeting will also focus on
ways to encourage more Jesuit universities to
respond to the higher-education needs of many
displaced people living on the margins of society.
Secretariat for Social Justice and Ecology.
From the 10 to 14 of November, the leaders of the
five global networks of Ignatian advocacy will meet
in Rome. The meeting will consider the following
issues: peace and human rights, ecology, the right
to education, migration, and the management of
natural and mining resources. Over the last two
years, these networks have drawn up position
papers on the particular area for which each is
responsible. They identified the works which the
Society performs in these fields, and they worked
towards an agreement on the future development
plan of such networks. During the coming meeting,
they will evaluate the work already done, and will
try to find ways to enhance the efforts of each
network.
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21

Jose Jacob Maruthukunnel

22

Emmanuel Puthuvalveettil

24

Thomas Njaralamkulath

26

Ginish Cheruparambil

28

Raju Vattaparambil

29

Baby Chalil
Sunil J. Padannamakkel
Xavier Tharamel

NOVEMBER
13

Raphael Thottan

DECEMBER

14

Ambrose Parappuram

03

17

Jose Valuvettickal

19

Sebastian Painadath
Rajesh Punchathalackal

05
09

IN CHRIST WITH GLORY

GONE FOR THEIR REWARD
Fr Sirinus Topno, SJ
(JAM), 50/27, expired on
10 October 2012
Fr Oswald Summerton
S.J. (HAZ) 86/66, expired
on 22 October 2012
Fr Walter Ekka S.J (RAN)
58/38, expired on10 October 2012
Fr Desiderio Pinto SJ (Pune) 56/38,
expired on 27 October 2012

Linto Kanichai
Amal Sebastian Karithadathil
Xavier Veliyakam
Sanil Mayilkunnel

NOVEMBER

01
02
07
08
09
15
22
25
30
30

(1910) Augustus Muller
(1998) Mathew Pulickal
(2011) George Kandathil
(1989) Andrew Morosin
(1970) John Kizhakethayil
(1905) Antony Moscheni
(2008) Cheruvallil Varkey
(1997) Ignatius Chackalakal
(1991) Antony Palakunnel
(1993) Sebastian Kappen

Kindly Pray for Many Good Vocations
Please send your news before the first of every month.
Editor’s Email ID: kjscalicut@gmail.com
www: keralajesuits.org

